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To obtain low phase errors and good interference fringe contrast, an automated beam alignment system is used in
scanning beam interference lithography. In the original iterative algorithm, if the initial beam deviation is large or
the optical parameters are inappropriate, the beam angle (or position) overshoot may exceed the detector’s range.
To solve this problem, a weighted iterative algorithm is proposed in which the beam angle and position over-
shoots can be suppressed by adjusting the weighting coefficients. The original iterative algorithm is introduced.
The weighted iterative algorithm is then presented and its convergence is analyzed. Simulation and experimental
results show that the proposed weighted iterative algorithm can reduce the beam angle and position overshoots at
the expense of convergence speed, avoiding the alignment failure caused by exceeding the detector’s range.
Besides, the original and weighted iterative algorithms can be combined to optimize the iteration. © 2017

Optical Society of America
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1. INTRODUCTION

Interference lithography (IL) is an effective, low-cost, flexible
technique to fabricate periodic micro/nanostructures [1,2].
Periodic micro/nanostructures have numerous applications in
different fields such as spectroscopy, photonic crystals [3], solar
cells [4], biotechnology [5], beam formation [6], and high-
density data storage [7]. A grating is a kind of typical micro/
nanostructure. Particularly, large-area gratings are widely
used in chirped-pulse amplification systems and astronomical
spectroscopic telescope systems. Although IL is a common
method for fabricating gratings, it is difficult and costly to ac-
quire an IL system for producing large-area linear gratings with
diameters of several hundred millimeters. The large optics in a
conventional IL system are very expensive, and the material
defects and dust particles on the lenses may introduce phase
nonlinearity [8].

First proposed by Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(MIT), scanning beam IL (SBIL) is a method for producing
nanometer-accuracy gratings over large areas. In the SBIL sys-
tem, two small-diameter Gaussian laser beams interfere to pro-
duce a low-distortion grating image, and large gratings are
fabricated by step-scanning the photoresist-covered substrate
underneath the image [9–12]. To obtain good interference
fringe contrast and low accumulated phase error, the SBIL

system requires tight beam alignment tolerances, where beam
angle and position alignment accuracy must reach orders of
μrad and μm, respectively. Therefore, an automated beam
alignment system was designed. The beam alignment system
devised by MIT contains two tip-tilt mirrors for beam angle
and position regulation, and a decoupling optical layout to
measure the beam angle and position separately. The beam an-
gle and position can be acquired individually from the readings
of two position-sensing detectors (PSDs). Based on an iterative
algorithm, the desired alignment goal can be achieved by
actuating the two tip-tilt mirrors alternately [13,14].

The beam alignment system in SBIL and the laser pointing
stabilization system by mechanical mirrors have certain similar-
ities. They are both active systems containing steering mirrors
and detectors to steer the objective beam to a target point.
Nevertheless, the former does not function in real time, and
is operated before the exposure to ensure identical incident
angles and good beam position overlaps in the two arms.
The latter operates in real time to suppress jitter caused by
structural vibrations, acoustic disturbances, and so on [15–17].
Thereupon, beam alignment based on the iterative algorithm
satisfies the speed and accuracy requirements of SBIL. Some
real-time feedback algorithms applied in the laser pointing sta-
bilization system are not implemented in the beam alignment
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system of SBIL [18–21]. The original iterative algorithm devel-
oped by MIT is effective [13,14], but the beam angle or posi-
tion overshoots during the alignment process can be very large.
As a result, alignment failures may occur for points that exceed
the range of the PSD.

In this paper, the original iterative algorithm is analyzed, and
situations that cause large beam angle and position overshoots
are identified. An improved weighted iterative algorithm is then
proposed, and its convergence property is analyzed mathemati-
cally. Additionally, a method that combines the original and
weighted iterative algorithms is explored for better perfor-
mance. The variations in beam angle and position deviation
are simulated for comparison, and the experimental results
are shown to match the simulations. The weighted iterative al-
gorithm can prevent alignment failures caused by the spot miss-
ing the PSD because of beam angle or position overshoots.

2. PRINCIPLE AND ANALYSIS

A. Original Iterative Algorithm and Analysis
The beam alignment system devised by MIT is shown in Fig. 1.
M1 and M2 are tip-tilt mirrors. M1 is located farther from the
position decoupling plane (PDP). If M1 and M2 have the same
tilt angle, M1 brings about a greater change in position at the
PDP than M2. Hence, during beam alignment, M1 is used to
align the position and M2 is used to align the angle iteratively.
Using this optical decoupling system, one PSD (called the po-
sition PSD) can only sense the translation at the PDP with a
proportion factor of K pos � 1 − L1∕f 1. The beam angle at the
angle decoupling plane (ADP) is converted proportionally to
the spot location on the other PSD (called the angle PSD).
The proportion factor is K angle � f 2. If the two beams are
aligned according to the decoupling planes, they have the same
position and angle at any point in the optical path after M2.
Hence, in this paper, beam “position” and “angle” refer to those
at the decoupling planes.

Beam angle and position can be aligned in both X and Y
directions. Taking one-dimensional beam alignment for illus-
tration, each iteration contains two steps. In the first step, M1
tilts to zero position deviation. In the following step, zero angle
deviation is achieved by actuating M2. Suppose the initial
deviations from the desired position and angle are p0 and
a0, respectively. After the nth iteration, the outputs of position

and angle deviation can, respectively, be described in matrix
form as � p�n;1�
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where p�n;1� and a�n;1� are, respectively, the position and angle
deviations after the first step of the nth iteration, and p�n;2� and
a�n;2� are those after the second step of the nth iteration. In
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For D2 < D1, the angle and position alignment is conver-
gent and the convergence speed is a function of D2∕D1 (the
smaller the value of D2∕D1, the faster the convergence [13]).

In the beam alignment process with the original iterative al-
gorithm, the angle overshoot relative to the desired angle is
maxfa0; −p0∕D1 � a0g and the position overshoot is
maxfp0; D2p0∕D1 − D2a0g, which occur in the first iteration.
If the initial position deviation p0 and angle deviation a0 have
opposite signs, the overshoot of the angle is −p0∕D1 � a0. This
may be very large when D1 is small relative to p0. If the target
location on the angle PSD representing the desired angle is close
to the edge of the detector, the spot is likely to exceed the de-
tector’s measuring range. This causes the iterative process to fail
in the first iteration. A similar situation occurs on the position
PSD when D2∕D1 is close to 1 and D2 is relatively large.

To solve this problem, three methods have been developed.
First, we may choose D1 to be as large as possible and D2 as
small as possible in the optical design stage. In other words, M2
should be close to the PDP and M1 should be located far away.
However, these parameters are sometimes limited by the optical
plant size and layout. Second, the initial deviations a0 and p0
can be decreased manually before automated beam alignment,
but this makes the alignment process inconvenient and com-
plicated. Third, the beam can be aligned with the weighted
iterative algorithm described below.

B. Weighted Iterative Algorithm
To solve the problem described above automatically, a weighted
iterative beam alignment algorithm is proposed. Each iteration
again consists of two steps to adjust the position and angle al-
ternately. First, a weight factor kp (0 < kp ≤ 1) is applied to the
M1 tilting steps. This reduces the position deviation to a cer-
tain value (which is nonzero unless kp � 1). Subsequently, an-
other weight factor ka (0 < ka ≤ 1) is assigned to the M2
tilting steps to reduce the angle deviation; the angle deviation
is also nonzero unless ka � 1.

Suppose the initial position and angle deviations are p0 and
a0, respectively, before the automated alignment. Take the first

Fig. 1. Optical layout of the automated beam alignment system in
SBIL.
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iteration as an example. In the first step, M1 tilts the
angle −kpp0∕�2D1�, resulting in the beam angle changing by
−kpp0∕D1 and the beam position changing by −kpp0. After
the first step, the respective position and angle deviations
become � p�1;1� � �1 − kp�p0

a�1;1� � −
kpp0
D1

� a0
: (5)

In the next step, M2 tilts the angle −kaa�1;1�∕2, resulting in
the beam angle changing by −kaa�1;1� and the position changing
by −kaa�1;1�D2. The output becomes�

p�1;2� � p�1;1� − kaD2a�1;1�
a�1;2� � �1 − ka�a�1;1�

: (6)

Similarly, at the beginning of the nth iteration, M1 tilts to
reduce the position deviation by kpp�n−1;2�. Then, M2 tilts to
reduce the angle deviation by kaa�n;1�. The nth iteration can
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Equations (1) and (7) and Eqs. (2) and (8) have similar
formats, and are identical when kp � ka � 1. This means that
the original iterative algorithm can be treated as a special case of
the weighted iterative algorithm. In the weighted iterative algo-
rithm, the beam angle and position overshoots can be reduced by
adjusting kp and ka. For example, if a0 < −p0∕D1 � a0,
after the first step of the first iteration, the output angle deviation
becomes a�1;1� � −kpp0∕D1 � a0�kp < 1�, which is smaller
than the angle overshoot −p0∕D1 � a0 in the original iterative
algorithm.

C. Convergence Property Analysis
The convergence property of the weighted iterative algorithm
can be examined based on matrix operations. Let matrix
C � BcAc . For 0 < kp < 1 and 0 < ka < 1, C can be
expressed as C � TΛT −1, where T � �t1; t2� is formed by
eigenvectors t1 and t2 of C and Λ � diag�λ1; λ2� contains
eigenvalues λ1 and λ2 [22]. The eigenvectors and eigenvalues
are, respectively,

t1 �
�
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1

�
;
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When D1, D2, and ka (0 < ka < 1) are invariant, the
partial derivatives of λ1 and λ2 with respect to kp can be evalu-
ated numerically with Matlab. The results show that both
derivatives are negative. The same method shows that the
partial derivatives of λ1 and λ2 with respect to ka are also
negative.

Thus, in the case of 0 < kp, ka < 1,

λ1�1; 1� < λ1�kp; ka� < λ1�0; 0�; λ2�1; 1�
< λ2�kp; ka� < λ2�0; 0�: (11)

Calculating the values in Eq. (11), we find that 0 < λ1 < 1,
D2∕D1 < λ2 < 1. Hence,

lim
n→∞

λn1 � 0; lim
n→∞

λn2 � 0: (12)

For C � TΛT −1, where all elements of T and T −1 are
finite, the nth power of C as n → ∞ is

lim
n→∞

Cn � lim
n→∞

T
�
λn1 0
0 λn2

�
T −1 � 0: (13)

The above analysis shows that the alignment process is con-
vergent for 0 < kp, ka < 1. Moreover, for λ1�1; 1� < λ1�kp; ka�
and λ2�1; 1� < λ2�kp; ka�, the convergence speed of the
weighted iterative algorithm is slower than that of the original
iterative algorithm when kp ≠ 1, ka ≠ 1. Thus, the reduced
overshoot using the weight parameter ka or kp is gained at
the expense of some alignment convergence speed.

If kp and ka are selected arbitrarily, angle or position over-
shoots may appear in the second iteration and the convergence
speed may become very slow. The value of kp is more significant
for angle overshoot, whereas the value of ka controls the posi-
tion overshoot. Therefore, it is recommended that the key
parameter between ka and kp be minimized to reduce the over-
shoot whereas the other parameter is held constant at 1.

D. Combining the Original Iterative Algorithm with
the Weighted Iterative Algorithm
For angle and position overshoots that appear at the beginning
of the iteration, the weighted iterative algorithm should be used
initially. When the local extremum of angle or position
deviation is less than a certain threshold, the original iterative
algorithm should be adopted in the subsequent iteration. This
ensures that the overshoot is the same as that using the
weighted iterative algorithm in the whole alignment process;
however, the convergence speed can be improved significantly.

3. SIMULATION

The position and angle changes given by the alignment process
are estimated with Matlab. The optical parameters for simula-
tion are f 1 � 500 mm, L1 � 785 mm, f 2 � 400 mm,
D1 � 250 mm, and D2 � 100 mm. To test the effectiveness
of the weighted iterative algorithm, D1 and D2 are deliberately
set to suboptimal values. We find that K pos � −0.57
and K angle � 0.4 μm∕μrad. For the initial deviation, let
p0 � 1 mm, a0 � −500 μrad, and the alignment tolerances
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are set to 30 μm (position) and 30 μrad (angle). We consider
the beam alignment in X direction for illustration.

Figure 2 shows the changes in position and angle deviations
in the beam alignment process using the original iterative algo-
rithm. The alignment is convergent and the alignment toleran-
ces in position and angle are simultaneously satisfied when the
number of iterations n ≥ 7. However, the angle overshoot
reaches −4500 μrad because p0 and a0 have opposite signs
and D1 is small relative to p0, as discussed in Section 2.A. The
angle overshoot causes the spot position at the angle PSD to
change by K angle × �−4500 μrad� � −1.8 mm. Generally, the
effective measuring size of the PSDs is several millimeters, so
the spot in the angle PSD may easily exceed the range of the
detector if the desired angle spot is close to the edge.

Using the weighted iterative algorithm for alignment, we set
the weight parameter kp � 0.5 to reduce the angle overshoot,
as this system is more sensitive to angle changes. We set ka � 1
and keep the optical parameters the same as those for the
above simulation. As shown in Fig. 3, the alignment again con-
verges and the angle overshoot is reduced to −2500 μrad.
Correspondingly, the spot position at the angle PSD changes
by 1 mm, which is nearly half that in the original iterative
algorithm. Nevertheless, the convergence speed is slower, with
n ≥ 13 required to satisfy the alignment tolerances.

With ka � 1 and the same optical parameters, the angle
overshoot and convergence speed change according to kp—the
smaller the value of kp, the smaller the angle overshoot and the
slower the convergence speed. For example, if kp � 0.1, at least
57 iterations are needed for convergence.

We now combine the original iterative algorithm with the
weighted iterative algorithm. Assume that the angle deviation
threshold εa for switching between the two algorithms is
1250 μrad. If the local extremum of angle deviation is above
εa, we set kp � 0.5 and ka � 1; otherwise, kp � ka � 1. As
shown in Fig. 4, the maximum angle overshoot is again
2500 μrad. After the fourth iteration, the original iterative al-
gorithm is adopted so the angle deviation converges quickly.
Convergence is achieved when n ≥ 9, which is larger than
the value of 7 with the original iterative algorithm, but smaller
than the 13 iterations required by the weighted algorithm. The
weight parameter ka can regulate the position overshoot and
convergence speed in a similar manner.

4. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The experimental optical layout is shown in Fig. 5, where
BS1–BS3 are beam splitters and M3–M5 are planar mirrors.

Fig. 2. Beam position and angle deviation changes in the beam
alignment process with the original iterative algorithm. Panels (a)
and (b) show the beam position and angle deviations, respectively.

Fig. 3. Beam position and angle deviation changes in the beam
alignment process with the weighted iterative algorithm. Panels (a)
and (b) show the beam position and angle deviations, respectively.
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The beam from the laser source is split into a reference beam
and a regulating beam. Before the beam alignment, the regu-
lating beam is blocked. The reference beam passes through M3,
M4, and BS2 before entering the decoupling topology shown
in Fig. 1. The spot locations at the position PSD and angle PSD
are input into a computer. A Labview-based control program
accomplishes the calculation, data recording, and the iterative
algorithms. According to the magnification factor of the decou-
pling topology, the spot locations are converted to beam posi-
tion and angle, which are recorded and treated as the alignment
targets. The reference beam is then blocked and the regulating
beam is released. The beam alignment begins. The regulating
beam passes through M1, M2, and BS2, and then enters the
same decoupling topology. During beam alignment, only regu-
lating beam spots exist on the PSDs. The PSDs provide posi-
tion and angle information of the regulating beam. The control
program calculates the position and angle deviations by sub-
tracting the recorded target values from the measured values
of the regulating beam. With the iterative algorithm, the regu-
lating beam is aligned step by step to the target values by tilting
M1 and M2.

A 4.7 mW, single-mode laser diode module (CPS532,
Thorlabs) operating at a center wavelength of 531.9 nm is used

as the light source. The laser source emits a circular beam with a
diameter of 3.5 mm. The optical parameters are f 1 �
500 mm, L1 � 785 mm, f 2 � 400 mm, D1 � 1345 mm,
and D2 � 616 mm. D1 and D2 are designed for practical ap-
plications, unlike in the simulations. The magnification factors
of the decoupling topology are K pos � −0.57 and K angle �
0.4 μm∕μrad. The position PSD is an OPB-U-9H and the
angle PSD is an OPB-U-4H, both from Newport. M1 and
M2 are both 8816-6 (Newport). Each tip-tilt mirror is driven

Fig. 4. Beam position and angle deviation changes in the beam
alignment process by combining the two algorithms. Panels (a) and
(b) show the beam position and angle deviations, respectively.

Fig. 5. Photo of the experimental optical layout.

Fig. 6. Experimental results of beam alignment with the original
iterative algorithm. Panels (a) and (b) show the beam position
deviation and beam angle deviation, respectively.
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by two picomotors, each of which is a screw turned by a
piezoelectric actuator.

In the experiment, the regulating beam is aligned with the
different iterative algorithms in X direction, whereas the refer-
ence beam path remains invariant. Thus, the beam alignment
targets are theoretically constant. Nevertheless, they may vary
slightly because of environmental changes, and so alignment
targets are acquired before every alignment. In addition, to en-
sure similar initial conditions, p0 and a0 are adjusted to similar
values by rotating the picomotors manually. We set the position
and angle alignment tolerances to 30 μm and 30 μrad, respec-
tively. Figures 6–8 show the changes in position and angle
deviations in the beam alignment experiment. The position and
angle of the regulating beam are measured by the PSDs in each
iterative step. The data points in the figures are acquired by
subtracting the target values from the measured value of the
regulating beam.

As shown in Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), the beam is aligned with
the original iterative algorithm (kp � ka � 1). The initial de-
viations are a0 � −154.1 μrad and p0 � 447.7 μm. The mea-
sured value of angle overshoot is −490.3 μrad, which agrees
with theoretical value of −p0∕D1 � a0 � −486.9 μrad. The
local minimum values are nonzero because of the nonlinearity

of the picomotors, which is caused by the piezoelectric actuator
and the mechanical parts. Alignment is accomplished after five
iterations.

Figure 7(a) and 7(b) shows the results of beam alignment
with the weighted iterative algorithm. The initial deviations
are a0 � −148.5 μrad and p0 � 468.2 μm. The weight
parameters are kp � 0.5 and ka � 1. The measured value of
angle overshoot is −309.1 μrad, which is lower than that using
the original algorithm. The alignment is convergent, but the
convergence is slower (requiring n ≥ 10).

Figure 8(a) and 8(b) shows the beam alignment results ob-
tained by combining the original iterative algorithm with the
weighted iterative algorithm. The switching angle deviation
threshold is set to εa � 200 μrad. Initially, the weighted iter-
ative algorithm is used with kp � 0.5 and ka � 1. Once the
local extremum of angle deviation ja�n;1�j ≤ εa, the weighted
parameters change to kp � ka � 1. The initial deviations are
a0 � −149.1 μrad and p0 � 443 μm. The measured angle
overshoot is −316.6 μrad, and n ≥ 7 to satisfy the alignment
accuracy requirements. The angle overshoot is close to that
in Fig. 7(b), but the convergence is faster.

Although the parameters in the experiment are different
from those in the simulation, the beam position and angle

Fig. 7. Experimental results of beam alignment with the weighted
iterative algorithm (kp � 0.5, ka � 1). Panels (a) and (b) show the
beam position deviation and beam angle deviation, respectively.

Fig. 8. Experimental results of beam alignment with the combined
algorithm. Panels (a) and (b) show the beam position deviation and
beam angle deviation, respectively.
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deviations show the same trends. The experimental results thus
agree with the simulation.

5. CONCLUSION

We have demonstrated a new weighted iterative algorithm for
beam alignment in SBIL. The algorithm was demonstrated and
its convergence property was analyzed mathematically. The an-
gle and position deviation changes during the alignment proc-
ess were simulated to compare the weighted iterative algorithm
and the original iterative algorithm. An experimental optical
layout was designed, and the beam was aligned by the different
iterative algorithms. The experimental results agreed with those
in the simulation. With the weighted iterative algorithm, regu-
lating the weighting parameters kp and ka can reduce the angle
and position overshoots, but the convergence is relatively slow.
As a result, alignment failures caused by the measuring spot
exceeding the detector’s range can be avoided at the cost of con-
vergence speed. Moreover, combining the original iterative
algorithm with the weighted iterative algorithm, the overshoots
are the same as those using the weighted iterative algorithm for
the whole beam alignment process; however, the convergence
speed is closer to that of the original algorithm. This combined
algorithm is more suitable for practical applications.

Funding. National Natural Science Foundation of China
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